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Season 0, Episode 2
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Videl's Crisis? Gohan's Urgent Call-out!



Soon after, Gohan saves the passengers of a plane about to crash and extinguished a fire that caught fire in a building in the city by destroying the water container. On his way to school, Gohan is chased by Videl in her helicopter, who is trying to find out who is hiding under the mask of Great Saiyaman. Gohan escapes by placing Videl's helicopter on the roof of a building. Both of them arrive to school late, which leads Videl to be even more suspicious of Gohan. Later, kidnappers from the Red Shark gang take the mayor of Satan City hostage. The police warn Videl of the situation. Videl confronts the leader of the gang. Great Saiyaman comes to the rescue, but Videl manages to beat him. Gohan saves the mayor of the city while stopping the attempts of the rest of the gang. Videl learns that Gohan was out of school at the same time. Videl is led to believe that Gohan and Great Saiyaman could really be the same person.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
15 April 2014, 12:00
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